The cell dimensions of calcite in the hexagonal setting of the rhombohedral cell are shown in Figs. S1a-b as a function of temperature. The temperature dependency is essentially the same as those reported previously in detail 7,8 . Decrease in the a-length upon heating has a positive second derivative coefficient in Phase I. The second derivative decreases upon heating and turns negative in Phase IV, followed by a rapid drop in the a-length near the IV-V transition point at ~1240 K. The a-length was almost constant in Phase V. The increase in the c-length is relatively large in Phase I and accelerates in Phase IV. The temperature slope of the c-length of Phase V is smaller than that of Phase IV. The discontinuities in cell dimensions on the I-IV and IV-V transitions were not detected in this experiment.
Cell dimensions and hkl reflections with l = odd
The cell dimensions of calcite in the hexagonal setting of the rhombohedral cell are shown in Figs. S1a-b as a function of temperature. The temperature dependency is essentially the same as those reported previously in detail 7, 8 . Decrease in the a-length upon heating has a positive second derivative coefficient in Phase I. The second derivative decreases upon heating and turns negative in Phase IV, followed by a rapid drop in the a-length near the IV-V transition point at ~1240 K. The a-length was almost constant in Phase V. The increase in the c-length is relatively large in Phase I and accelerates in Phase IV. The temperature slope of the c-length of Phase V is smaller than that of Phase IV. The discontinuities in cell dimensions on the I-IV and IV-V transitions were not detected in this experiment.
The fourth power of the observed structure factors, |F obs | 4 , of the hkl reflections with l = odd changed almost linearly as a function of temperature. Examples for 113 and 211 reflections are shown in Fig. S1c , where the vertical axis is normalised using the initial room temperature value for each datasets. Assuming the linear temperature dependency of |F obs (113)| 4 , the IV-V transition point of 1240 K was deduced for the calcite crystal in the CO 2 atmosphere of ~0.4 MPa.
Reversibility of the transitions
The crystals cooled to room temperature after the measurement at 1275 K were found to be of Phase I. The refinements of the structure indicated that the diffraction data qualities were almost as good as those at room temperature before the heating experiments (Table S1 ). No significant residual electrons were found at the O2 site of Phase IV at room temperature (Fig. S4a) . It is thus strongly suggested that the transitions I →IV→V upon heating also occurred reversely upon cooling from 1275 K.
Decarbonation
Decarbonation commenced gradually even in the crystals sealed in the silica capillary with the CO 2 atmosphere, as shown in Fig. S2a . However, the decarbonation even at 1275 K was not so severe that the structural refinements were done with reasonable accuracy. The crystals further heated above 1275 K decomposed into CaO shortly thereafter. However, the crystal maintained its original shape of calcite when observed by telescope on the diffractometer. The microstructure of the crystal was examined by scanning electron microscope using crystals which were decarbonated through heat treatment at 1373 K for 6 h in a muffle furnace in air atmosphere. As shown in Fig. S2b -c, the decarbonated crystals contain innumerable 0.1-0.01 μm pores, despite the similarity in outside shapes that they possessed before the heat treatment. Any impurities other than Ca, C and O were not detected within the limit of detection using energy dispersive spectroscopic analysis with a JED-2300 instrument (Jeol Ltd.).
The umbrella inversion of the CO 3 group
The RMS eigenvalues of the harmonic ADP ellipsoids of the O and C 20, 21 . This suggests that the three O atoms presumably migrate in phase along the undulated orbital.
The CO 3 group could have an out-of-plane bend motion during migration. The ADP ellipsoid of carbon in the model 18h at 1275 K (hs29), is rather spherical with RMS amplitudes of 0.27 (1) Å along c. On the other hand, the RMS U 33 of O3 along c is 0.34(2) Å. Considering also the maximum O atom offset of ±0.18(1) Å from the basal plane on which carbon lies, the total sum of the O atom displacement becomes 0.52(3) Å, which is almost double the RMS U 33 of carbon, 0.27(1) Å. Accordingly, the CO 3 triangle is statistically no longer flat when the O atom passes through the O3 position where the undulation is maximised. The bend reaches ±7.7° at the maximum, and the CO 3 group repeats the umbrella inversion during the rotational motion, if any, which is schematically drawn in Fig. S3b . The possible out-of-plane bend is also suspected for the NO 3 group in the isotypic NaNO 3 22 .
Difference Fourier maps
Difference Fourier maps of the hs30 datasets at selected temperatures are shown in Fig. S4a , assuming R3 � c with no disorder of O atoms, i.e., the Phase I model. The model seems correct for the hs30 datasets below 891 K inclusive, whereas a welldeveloped sign of the O atom disorder in Phase IV at 1182 K could be traced back to 1037 K. The topography in the difference Fourier map at 1234 K was quite deceptive, presumably ascribed to the phasing problem induced by the practical lack of l = odd reflections in R3 � c. The difference Fourier maps were greatly improved by the use of the Phase IV model for all the datasets between 995 and 1234 K inclusive, as summarised in Table S2 . The isosurface plot of the residual electrons at 1275 K (Fig. S4b) , calculated from the structure model comprising Ca at the origin and C at (0,0,1/2) in the R3 � m symmetry, suggested clearly the 'itinerant' nature of the O atom location in Phase V. Further analysis of Phase V has been given in the main text of this paper.
TLS corrections
As mentioned in Methods, the TLS refinements were carried out assuming a rigid body model, C1O1 3 , for the CO 3 group with the 321 point symmetry in Phase I, and two rigid body models, C1O1 3 and C1O2 3 , in Phase IV. In the latter, the two models are constrained to have the inverse geometry on the same plane perpendicular to the c-axis, with the total amount satisfying the compositional stoichiometry. The 180° rotation relationship was also examined for comparison, but discarded in the course of refinements because of poor fitting. Phase V does not conform to such TLS modelling because the single CO 3 group cannot be defined in the R3 � m symmetry. Alternately, the CO 6/2 group with half populated six O atoms in the models 18g and 18h, or CO 12/4 group with quarterly populated twelve O atoms in the model 36i were examined. In addition, the TLS model used in Phase IV was also applied to the structures of Phase V at 1254 and 1275 K for comparison. Results are summarised in Table S4 . atmosphere and its rotation X-ray photographs at the goniometer zero position. Diffraction photos were taken every after the ~4 h intensity measurement at 1213, 1234 and 1275 K. A schematic powder pattern of CaO with the first 3 peaks at low angles is overlaid. b-c, Typical SEM photographs of crystals before (b) and after (c) the heat treatment in a muffle furnace at 1300 K for 6 h in an air atmosphere. The composition of the former is CaCO 3 , whereas the latter is CaO. The two crystals in the insets are not identical. The last dataset '294K after cool' was taken at room temperature on the hs30 crystal after the high-temperature measurements through 1275 K. b, Isosurface plot of the residual electrons at 1275 K (hs30) obtained from the difference Fourier synthesis after the R3 � m refinement assuming anisotropic ADP for Ca and C and excluding O atoms. The isosurface levels at 3 (dark blue), 2 (light blue), and 1 (white) e/Å 3 positive residual densities are drawn about carbon. Note that the residual electrons are well reproduced by the joint probability density function of the O atoms depicted in Fig. 2c, Fig. 3e and Table 1 for the other conventions. Extinction effects were below the detection limit in Phase IV, and the corrections were not applied. See CIF files for other details. Table 1 for the other notes. Extinction effects were below the detection limit in Phase V, and the corrections were not applied. Refinements employing anharmonic ADPs to O4 in the V-36i model gave large estimated standard uncertainties for c ijk because of the increased N parms (= 24) with respect to N ref (= 83~163) , and the results were discarded accordingly. See CIF files for other details. 
